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                                                  Abortion: Choice or necessity? 

“Adolescents under 15 years obtained .03% of all 2014 abortions; women aged 15–19 
years accounted for 10.4% (CDC)” (, Abort73.com). Some may argue, what about the potential 
life that could have taken place? Others may argue, what about the already established life that 
must suffer through? So, the real question should be, should abortion be legal? Abortion should 
be legal because it does not physically or mentally hurt the fetus, can prevent lasting trauma for 
some mothers and potential children, and gives women the right to their own bodies and future 
lives. 

The main argument against abortion is that it is legalized murder and causes much more 
harm to the fetus than the mother who is making the choice. This argument is irrelevant 
because the fetus is incapable of feeling any emotional or physical pain. In most abortions, the 
“fetus” is no more than a few cells linked together. The baby is nowhere near developed enough 
when the abortion happens for them to actually feel pain. “A 2005 University of California at San 
Francisco study said fetuses can’t feel pain until the 29th or 30th week of gestation. Abortions 
that late into a pregnancy are extremely rare and are often restricted by state laws” (Procon.org, 
Should Abortion Be Legal?” Knowing the fact that fetuses are not feeling any physical pain 
during this procedure, we should leave it up to the woman to decide whether or not she wants to 
feel this physical and emotional pain herself. 

Not all abortions are used as means of birth control, but as means of preventing more 
lasting trauma for special cases. Special circumstances may include rape. “We know that at 
least 1-5% of sexual assaults results in pregnancy” (Rape Exemptions and Abortions, 
Endsexualviolence.org). Rape is a very horrendous experience that too many must suffer 
through as it is. Should these victims really have to suffer every day for the rest of their lives 
when they look at a child that is a result of this terrible situation that they were forced into? And 
what about minors? Most minors are obviously not prepared to raise a child. “Some of the rape 
victims can be minors. They wouldn’t be mentally or physically prepared to take care of the 
newborn baby. Why should such victims go through the ordeal of bearing a child, which is a 
product of some unfortunate incident in their life?” (Ladock, Healthguidance.org). There are rape 
victims as young as ten years old being denied abortions because their government believes 
that abortion is taking away the life of an unborn child instead of thinking of the life of a 
ten-year-old little girl that will be virtually ruined. Abortions may also prevent the potential child 
from experiencing a horrible life. No child should enter this world unwanted, because their 
quality of life will be drastically worse than another child who was actually desired by his/her 
parents. 

Aside from special circumstances and worrying about the pain the fetus could potentially 
feel, why don’t we start thinking about the women’s choice over her own reproductive lives and 
their own bodies. “Instead ‘women’s rights have been politicized. That’s an indecent of our 
political climate here...” (Milligan, usnews.org).  Women 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 should always have the right to choose their own fates, especially when it involves a 
responsibility as huge as a child. One of the main issues that is surrounding the debate around 
abortion rights and laws is that the conversation is led by mostly men in politics. “Thank you, 
David Brooks, for boldly ‘mansplaining’ everything we need to know about the abortion rights 
debate… The primary issue was, is, and will always be whether any man has the right to dictate 
to a woman what she can or cannot do with her own body” (Katz Manhasset, N.Y., 
Nytimes.com).  We would all say that all women should have the option to control her own body 
and what it produces. The potential life that may have happened if the abortion did not take 
place, many times is thought to be more important than the women’s already existing life. “Just 
because the odds are not in our favor, can we deprive someone the chance to live?” (Ladock, 
healthguidance.org). People may believe that you are depriving the fetus the chance to live, but 
isn’t that what we are doing when we use preventive birth control? It is just the time in which we 
do it that people worry about. We are also taking away the already existing life of the mother. 
The mother must devote her whole life to a child that she did not even desire. They may also 
argue that it was “God’s plan” to bring this child into the world whether or not it is desired. “A 
baby is often considered as a God’s gift… By tampering with a life, aren’t we acting against the 
creator of the world?” (Ladock, healthguidance.org). This may be the most irrelevant of the Pro 
Life arguments. God was never proven to exist, and many do not even believe in God. You 
cannot use God as a solid argument when it has not been close to have been proven to exist at 
all. 
 It is very important that women are able to have complete control over what happens to 
their bodies. Abortion should be legal so that women can feel control over their own lives, can 
prevent lasting trauma, and be done legally so that the fetus does not feel pain. So the answer 
to the question of whether or not abortion should be legal lies in the fact that women should be 
able to have a right over their own lives. The answer is and has always been that women should 
never have to answer to anyone else about what she has the right to do with her own body. 
  
 


